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The process that occurs during the writing and publishing of a fashion text requires time and 
dedication. Both Dr. Karl Aspelund and Dr. Linda Welters are published authors who have 
worked on numerous projects that cover several topics in the fashion and design world. 
Brainstorming and researching what is already available to the public and what can be expanded 
upon is where the writing process begins. Each author specializes in certain subjects that they 
feel they can elaborate upon to provide further information to others. Dr. Aspelund’s specialty 
lies in design itself and the particular process that leads to final products. Dr. Welters focuses on 
historical fashion, ranging from specific time periods to specific categories of textiles.  
After carefully considering what idea or topic an author wants to write about, a structure to 
their text begins to take form. This is in the form of a proposal to be submitted to the chosen and 
hopefully interested publishers an author wants to work with. A proposal will include a sample 
chapter, an outline of the rest of the chapters, and a mock-up table of contents to help visualize 
the book. This structure will alter and shift throughout the entire writing process, but it allows for 
a solid starting point. If a publisher accepts the proposal, they will create a contract that includes 
guidelines such as deadlines, wordcount, budget, and terms of royalties.  
Dr. Aspelund expanded upon his experience going through these steps with the publisher 
Fairchild Books and getting into the actual writing process itself. His works include The Design 
Process, Fashioning Society, Designing: An Introduction, and he is currently on sabbatical to 
work on What is Good Design? He explains how important deadlines and communication are 
when planning out the progress of a book. Deadlines require discipline, and goals such as 500 or 
1000 words per day are sometimes doable, and sometimes they just aren’t. This is a time to learn 
about oneself as an author and to not over plan.  
Either sections or a whole manuscript will be submitted to the publisher. This depends on 
the collaboration with other members of the team, such as editors and artists. A manuscript will 
be sent in for a “blind review”, as Dr. Welters explains, in which a specialist on the subject will 
review the piece and give feedback. Dr. Welters has published works such as Down by the Old 
Mill Stream, Folk Dress in Europe and Anatolia, 20th Century American Fashion, and is 
currently working on a 3rd edition of a well-performing text, The Fashion Reader. She 
emphasizes that it is important to carefully consider feedback and choose whether to accept or 
argue against changes. Once a piece is revised and resubmitted, it is presented to the publishing 
board again. They discuss relevant questions such as “Is there a market?” and “Will it make 
money?” before finalizing the product. 
Upon receiving final proofs with the layout, it’s vital to closely proofread and review one 
last time before press. The author must remind themselves this work has their name on it, not 
necessarily the page designer or editor that could have made a mistake. Royalties may be small 
in the fashion textbook world, but these books go to libraries and classrooms all over the world. 
Valuable research and information being shared with students, professionals, professors, and 
researchers alike allows for fashion authors to continue sharing their knowledge.  
